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CROSS AGATHA II LIPO LASER PERMANENT AND LATEST TECHNOLOGY 
IN REGIONAL TIGHTENING, NON-OPERATIVE LASER LIPOLYSIS DEVICE

Slimming of belly
Slimming of thighs
Slimming of waist 
Tickle recovery
Slimming in the application area
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At least %25 reduction 
in persistent fats

15 inc Touch Screen

CROSS AGATHA II LIPO LASER
PERMANENT AND LATEST TECHNOLOGY 

IN REGIONAL TIGHTENING, 
NON-OPERATIVE LASER LIPOLYSIS DEVICE

CROSS AGATHA II LİPO LAZER

The world's �rst and only Non-Surgical Laser Lipo ”body shaping LASER 
technology that can be used in all body and skin types. After application, 
shredded fat cells are eliminated from the body by the body's natural 
system. AGATHA II LIPO LASER shapes your body like a sculptor. Provides 
regional thinning. In spite of the diet, it is possible to reduce the fats that 
does not go from, thighs, belly and waist with AGATHA II LIPO LASER. 
Even people lose weight, thighs and umbilical oils are resistant to many 
diet lists and sports. Regional slimming and regional thinning methods 
include cold lipolysis, laser lipolysis, ultrasound sound waves lipolysis, 
needle lipolysis. Among these regional thinning methods, the laser 
lipolysis device AGATHA II LIPO LASER, which tightens the skin in the 
applied region without applying any vacuum without damaging the 
applied area, is safely used. It is an ideal regional thinning method for 
women / men who cannot get rid of their excess with diet and exercise 
and prefer not to have fat removal surgery.

It is used to break down fat that has excessive fat storage, especially in the 
abdomen, thighs, inner leg and waist. After application, shredded fat cells 
are excreted by the body's natural system.

One treatment lasts 25 minutes. In cases where the oil content is high, 
sessions 2 or 3 may be required at intervals of 1-1,5 months.

The initial results are seen 5 weeks after the application and the full result 
is seen after 10 weeks.

APLICATOR TARGET
The specially selected
wavelength,  targets the
fat cells under the
dermis.

FRAGMENTATION
The emitted laser energy
disrupts the structure of
the fat cells.

ELIMINATION
The body's natural 
system eliminates 
shattered fat cells 
from the body.

FAT CELLS

DERMIS

CONTACT
COOLING

CONTROLLED
ENERGY 
DISTRIBUTION
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What is AGATHA II LIPO LASER?

AGATHA II LIPO LASER is a type of laser that works at 1060 nm wavelength and has intense absorption by 
adipose tissues. It is the world's �rst and only non-surgical laser lipolysis can be applied to all body and 
skin types body shaping and regional thinning device. AGATHA II LIPO LASER, which sculpts the body like 
a sculptor, can be applied to female and male clients who cannot get rid of stubborn fat by diet and 
exercise and prefer not to have fat removal surgery. It is one of the most preferred applications in rapid 
regional thinning. Mainly used in abdominal, belly slimming, thigh slimming, in the legs and waist regions 
are used to break fats. 

To the clients whom tried many ways for regional slimming, but still have some regional thinning  used 
e�ectively .

Applicators with coolant properties, by applying cold to the 
surface of the skin, provide both application comfort and 
accelerate the process of destruction and expulsion by freezing 
the fat cells which are damaged by the thermal e�ect of the laser.  
Fat cells are permanently destroyed and thinning is achieved at 
the same time slimming of the application area is provided.

How to apply AGATHA II LIPO LASER?

Why is the cooler handle important?

It is applied to eliminate regional fats where it is not possible to get rid of them 
after tried di�erent methods. Without surgery, It is possible to treat 96 cm2 of 
the body at the same time with 4 application handles, each of which treats 24 
cm2 area on the body. This application provide slimming with thinning of 
subcutaneous fat tissue. AGATHA II LIPO LASER with proprietary energy 
modulation and controlled energy distribution,  procreate the optimum 
temperature of 42°C - 47°C which is required for the deterioration of the 
structure of adipose tissues . AGATHA II LIPO LASER achieves 90% patient 
satisfaction by providing at least 25% reduction in stubborn fats without 
damaging the surrounding tissue.

To whom  AGATHA II LIPO LASER can applied?



In which areas does AGATHA II LIPO LASER applied?

AGATHA II LIPO LASER is a fast, reliable and e�ective regional thinning method used for slimming of belly 
fats, waist fats, thighs fats and hips tighten.

SILICONE APPLICATOR
HOUSINGS
It provides the most accurate and 

effective application in various 

parts of the body by means of 1 

piece 4-side-by-side and 2 pieces 

2-side-by-side silicone antibacterial 

applicator slots provided together 

with the device.

 

How long it takes to treat with AGATHA II LİPO LASER?

AGATHA II LIPO LASER is an easy, painless, safe, comfortable and has a 90% client satisfaction rate. After 
application, the broken fat cells are eliminated from the body by the body's natural system.

Generally, one treatment of non-surgical AGATHA II LIPO LASER is su�cient for one region. If the stubborn 
fat content is high, second or third sessions may be required after 1-1,5 months.

When do AGATHA II LIPO LASER e�ects start?

The initial results are seen 5 weeks after treatment, the full result occurs after 10 weeks. Most importantly, 
the results are permanent and do not require a special diet program after it.

Should AGATHA II LIPO LASER be repeated / how often?



What are the advantages of AGATHA II LIPO LASER?
With AGATHA II LIPO LASER, it is possible to get rid of the stubborn fats in the body in 25 minutes with a 
very short time and with a practical method without need the surgical procedures. It is preferable that it is 
more economical compared to fat removal surgery, that the patient can return to his / her daily life 
immediately and that it is painless, comfortable and extremely safe. There are no problems such 
as bruising after laser lipolysis. There is no need for the corset, which should be worn for at least 3 weeks 
after laser lipolysis.. AGATHA II LIPO LASER is one of the most preferred regional thinning technology in 
body shaping with 90% patient satisfaction rate.

Is AGATHA II LIPO LASER a painful application?
Local or general anesthesia is not applied during and after the application because client feel no  pain.  The 
patient can easily continue their daily life immediately after the procedure.

What are the risks and side e�ects of AGATHA II LIPO LASER?
No side e�ects occur during or after application of AGATHA II LIPO LASER. It is an extremely secure system.

What age does AGATHA II LIPO LASER not be applied?
In adulthood, it is not recommended to reduce fat tissue with devices. Because in the adipose tissue, 
growth hormones that people will use in their older ages are stored. Therefore, this application is not 
appropriate in the age group of children.

What should be considered after AGATHA II LIPO LASER?
Massage is not recommended in the �rst days after  AGATHA II LIPO LASER application. It is recommended 
to increase the daily water consumption by at least one liter against possible edema. For better results, it 
is not recommended to consume carbohydrate or salty foods. Supporting with a diet program will 
accelerate the appearance of e�ects.

Frequently Asked Questions

At least %25 reduction 
in persistent fats
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ADVANTAGES

· Provides 42˚C - 47˚C optimum heat for the deterioration of adipose tissues

It has German made laser caps.

· There is no energy loss because the laser source is located in the handles.

· Real sapphire cooling system transfers the cooling instantly.

· It can work continuously without waiting time.

· Provides at least 25% reduction in stubborn fats.

· It has a very short application time of 25 minutes.

· Does not damage the surrounding tissues.

· It is a non-invasive, non-surgical method.

· Contact cooling system is available for patient comfort.

· Proprietary energy modulation ensures efficient results.

· Especially effective in stubborn fats.

· Applicable to all body and skin types (skin type I-VI).

· A specially developed vacuum-free, easy-to-fit applicator design is 

available.

· During the application, the patient can use his/her hands and 

watch TV.

· Easy and safe connection system is available.

· It is a very low cost application compared to lipolysis by surgery.

· Short recovery time

· After application does not require special care  like corset etc.

42°C – 47°C 
 PROVIDES OPTIMUM HEAT

MADE IN GERMANY LASER 
HANDLES (-5°C)
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LASER LIPOSUCTION TECHNOLOGY 1060NM

TECHNICIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Treatment Time: 

Laser Handles: 

Laser Handles Output Power: 

Handle Treatment Area: 

Laser Wavelength: 

Power Density: 

Power Throw Mode: 

Laser Pulse Time: 

Application Time: 

Voltage: 

4 Pieces

60W Each applicator (Total 240W)

4cmX8cm = 32cm2 
(4 handles can treat 128cm2 area at the same time)

1060nm     

0.1W-1.7W / CNF

25 Minutes

 l-20ms

L-60min (min.)

220V

Continuous Laser


